Ryle Virtually Haunted Invitational

Limited Prep Topics

*videos due 12 noon ET*
-30 minutes to prep (do not have to film prep)
-7 minutes to speak
-one 3x5” notecard allowed

Choose ONE question:

How can the US criminal justice system be reformed to lessen the impact of racial bias?

Should the US end its policy of strategic ambiguity with Taiwan?

Will international pressure force the Ethiopian government to alter its policies toward Tigray?
- 7 minutes TOTAL for prep AND speaking (must film all)
- one 3x5” notecard allowed

Choose ONE quotation:

“It’s not a signal, it’s a warning.” -Batman, *The Batman*

“We all go a little mad sometimes.” -Norman Bates, *Psycho*
IMPROVISATIONAL DUO

- duo events must be filmed split screen
- may use two chairs
- 3 minutes to prep (must be filmed)
- 3-6 minutes to present scene
- teams must work the line into their scene

“Ghosts, goblins, and... what?”